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Abstract—Metric linear-time logic (MTL) has been widely used to specify runtime policies. Traditionally this use of MTL is to capture

the qualitative aspects of the monitored systems, but recent developments in its extensions with aggregate operators allow some

quantitative policies to be specified. Our interest in MTL-based policy languages is driven by applications in runtime malware or

intrusion detection in platforms like Android and autonomous vehicles, which requires the monitoring algorithm to be independent of the

length of the system event traces so that its performance does not degrade as the traces grow. We propose a policy language based on

a past-time variant of MTL, extended with an aggregate operator called the metric temporal counting quantifier to specify a policy based

on the number of times some sub-policies are satisfied in the specified past time interval. We show that a broad class of policies, but

not all policies, specified with our language can be monitored in a trace-length independent way, and provide a concrete algorithm to do

so. We implement and test our algorithm in both an existing Android monitoring framework and an autonomous vehicle simulation

platform, and show that our approach can effectively specify and monitor quantitative policies drawn from real-world studies.

Index Terms—Runtime monitoring, counting quantifier, MTL, trace-length independent, runtime attack detection

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

METRIC linear-time logic (MTL) [1] and the non-metric
linear temporal logic (LTL) [2] have been widely

used as a specification language to specify runtime proper-
ties of systems and languages. Traditionally, this use of
temporal logic is concerned mainly with qualitative prop-
erties, such as relative ordering of events, or eventuality of
events, etc. MTL is an extension of LTL, in which operators
are bounded with time intervals, and is able to specify tim-
ing-dependent properties. MTL-based specification lan-
guage is widely utilized to describe policies for runtime
malware detection in Android [3]. Such application in run-
time monitoring is mainly because efficient monitoring
algorithms are usually available for such logic specification
language, and the monitoring scripts can be automatically
generated for any given policies. However, there exist
some attack patterns that cannot be stated as pure MTL
formulas. For example, plenty of malware will turn
infected phones into bots to launch botnet attack [4], [5],
where the phones are forced to conduct certain activities
with abnormal high frequency. An effective way to detect
such attack at runtime is to monitor the frequency of
events of interests, like SMS sending and socket opening.
Currently, MTL lacks such quantitative semantics in policy
specification.

One approach to solve this problem is to build into MTL a
notion of counting of events [6], or more generally, aggregate
operators [7]. But monitoring algorithms for such extensions
have not been extensively studied in the literature. Particu-
larly, they are expected to be time and space efficient consid-
ering the restricted storage and computation resources in
Android. Extension of expressiveness always brings more
challenges to the design of efficient algorithms. The monitor-
ing problem for even a simple extension of LTL with the
counting quantifier, as studied in [6], is already PSPACE com-
plete (in the size of policy and the trace), and PTIME (in the
size of the trace) when the policy is fixed. In the online moni-
toring, where near real-time decisions need to be made, the
dependence of the monitor on the size of the trace would
make it impractical even if its complexity is PTIME (assuming
the policy is fixed), as its performance would degrade as the
trace length grows. Our goal is thus to balance the expressiv-
ity of the policy specification language and the complexity of
themonitoring algorithm.

In this work, we propose an extension of past-time MTL
(ptMTL) [8], calledMTLcnt, to support ametric temporal count-
ing quantifier, or metric counting quantifier for short, which
is motivated by and extended from the counting quantifier
proposed in [6]. In addition, we also introduce arithmetic
relations to allow various restrictions on the count. MTLcnt

considers only the fragment of MTL with past time opera-
tors, as this is sufficient for our purpose to enforce history-
sensitive access control. For monitoring on resource
restricted platforms, like Android, once we fix the policy
to be monitored, the space requirement of the monitoring
algorithm is expected to be constant, i.e., independent of the
length of the system event trace. Such type of monitoring
algorithms are called as trace-length independent (TLI) moni-
toring algorithms [9]. In this work, we call a policy whose
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satisfiability can be checked by a TLI monitoring algorithm
as a TLI-monitorable policy. Note that we require the TLI
algorithm generated from a policy to be complete w.r.t. the
policy, that is, every trace of events that adheres to the policy
should also be accepted by the monitor, and every trace
of events that violates the policy specification should be
rejected. Otherwise the problemwould be trivial as one could
simply make various ad hoc restrictions such as restricting
the timewindow for themonitoring.

A complete TLI monitoring algorithm for past-time LTL
(ptLTL) is developed in [10]. For more expressive logics, such
as first-order logics [6], [9] and our MTLcnt, trace-length inde-
pendence is not always possible, i.e., there are formulas for
which the monitor needs to store the entire history of events
and hence the space used to store critical information will
increase as the traces grow. For example, with MTLcnt, one
canwrite a formula that compares the numbers of occurrences
of two events, say e1 and e2. Let x and y denote the number of
past occurrences of events of e1 and e2, respectively. To check
the relation x < y at any state, we would need to keep track
of the difference between x and y; such a differencemay grow
as the trace grows, so the space requirement for monitoring
this formula is not bounded. However, there are also instan-
ces of complex quantitative policies that are TLI-monitorable
(see Section 7). Onemain contribution of our work is in deriv-
ing classes of policies that are TLI-monitorable.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been so far no
study on TLI monitoring for MTL with aggregate operators
like the counting quantifier. Our monitoring algorithm
extends the monitoring algorithm for MTL [11], which uses a
dynamic programming approach in determining the truth
values of MTL formulas at any given state. Such a dynamic
programming approach is derived from the recursively
defined semantics of MTL, where the truth values of a for-
mula at a state is computed compositionally from truth val-
ues of its subformulas at either the same state or a previous
state. When designing the monitoring algorithm for MTL
with counting quantifier, one main challenge is to make sure
that one does not need to store explicit counters associated
with events in the history. To solve this, we seek for the recur-
sive definition of the semantics of counting quantifier. An
important fact we leverage is that events happen incremen-
tally result the count of events irreversibly grows unless
some reset conditions are triggered, i.e., the count n is always
observed earlier than nþ 1: This is also true for counting
with time interval constrains when properly resolving the
time intervals. In the process, we realize not all of the count-
ing policies are TLI-monitorable and determine the character-
istics of the TLI-monitorable subgroup with proofs. Further,
we deliver the recursive semantics for that subgroup of
counting policies, and show how to automatically construct a
TLImonitoring algorithm for them.

We have performed a number of security case studies on
Android phones and autonomous vehicles to show the
practicality of our specification language for malware detec-
tion and intrusion detection, respectively. The monitoring
algorithm is implemented and evaluated on both an
Android monitoring framework called LogicDroid [3] and
an autonomous vehicle simulation platform based on Robot
Operating System (ROS) [12]. The experimental results
show that our approach can effectively specify and monitor

a wide range of quantitative policies drawn from real-world
applications.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

1) We extend MTL with an expressive and intuitive
metric temporal counting quantifier and formally
define its syntax and semantics. The extended logic
MTLcnt can be used to describe a broad class of poli-
cies where quantitative semantics is needed.

2) We study and prove that a subgroup of counting pol-
icies can be monitored in a trace-length independent
way. Based on that, the recursive semantics of the
non-metric counting quantifier and the metric count-
ing quantifier are developed and proved to facilitate
the design of TLI monitoring algorithms.

3) We propose a complete TLI monitoring algorithm for
the TLI monitorable fragment of MTLcnt with the
soundness proof, and discuss on the worst case time
and space complexity.

4) We perform several case studies on the runtimemoni-
toring of software, hardware, and cyber-physical sys-
tems, where quantitative policies are needed and also
our efficient TLI monitoring can be applied. With pro-
totypes implemented on Android OS and autono-
mous vehicle simulators, we show that in practice our
monitoring algorithm performs efficiently with low
computation costs andmemory footprint.

A preliminary version of this article has appeared in [13],
with the focus on non-metric LTL with counting quantifier.
In this work, we extend the policy language and the monitor-
ing algorithms with the metric temporal counting quantifier.
For the newly introduced metric temporal counting quanti-
fier, the syntax, semantics, recursive semantics, monitoring
algorithm as well as implementation and evaluation are all
particularly re-designed and investigated. This is the first
attempt to investigate the TLI monitoring of metric counting
quantifiers. For the contributions above, other than the non-
metric part in (2), which is from [13], (1), (3) and (4) are new
contributions of this article. This article also contains detailed
proofs, some of which aremissing in [13].

2 SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE MTLcnt

In this section, we propose a logic specification language
MTLcnt by extending ptMTL [8] with a metric temporal count-
ing quantifier. The counting quantifier helps to specify the
times that a sub-policy has been satisfied in a past time period
and checks whether the count satisfies some constraints. The
syntax and semantics of MTLcnt are presented in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, respectively. The difference between the counting
quantifier in MTLcnt and those from existing works, includ-
ing [6], [7], [14], is discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1 Syntax of MTLcnt

We denote with AP the set of atomic propositional variables.
Elements in AP are ranged over by p, q and s. We assume a
countably infinite set of constants and use a, b, c and d to
range over integer constants. We assume an infinite set V of
variables of integers, whose elements are ranged over by x, y
and z. MTLcnt also admits common arithmetic operators such
as þ, � and �, and comparison operators like ¼, < , > , �
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and�. Terms are built from constants, variables and arithme-
tic operators, and denoted by s, t, u and v.

The time model of MTLcnt follows the point-based time
model adopted in [8]. We denote the time domain with T,
and in this work, we consider only discrete time domain with
T ¼ N:T is assumed with the standard ordering � : An inter-
val is a non-empty set I � T such that, for all t; t0 2 I and
k 2 T, if t < k < t0 then k 2 I. We denote with I the set of all
time intervals. The lower bound and the upper bound of an
interval I are denoted by ‘ðIÞ and rðIÞ: To simplify exposi-
tion, we require the time intervals to be left-closed and right-
open. For a natural number n, we define I � n ¼ fy� njy 2
Ig \ ½0;þ1Þ: A time sequence ðtiÞi2N�1 is a sequence of ele-

ments ti 2 T with tk � tj for all k � j and k; j 2 N�1. Here
the time sequence is not required to be strictly increasing,
that is successive elements in the sequence can have identical
timestamps.

The syntax of MTLcnt is defined via the grammar

f :¼ ? j p j ðt > 0Þ j :f jf _ f j 	I f jfSIf j CIx : hf;fi:f;

where f is any MTLcnt formula, p 2 AP , I 2 I, t ranges over
terms and x ranges over variables. The operators appearing
above are those of ptMTL except for the counting quantifier
C and the relation t > 0: The operators subscripted with I
are metric temporal operators and the subscripts can be omit-
ted when I ¼ ½0;þ1Þ for succinctness. We assume the
reader is familiar with the notion of free and bound varia-
bles. In the formula CIx : ha;bi:f, the variable x is a bound
variable, whose scope is over f, so x is not free in either for-
mulas a or b. Roughly, the variable x is a placeholder that
would contain a number associated with how many times b
is satisfied within the interval I since a is satisfied. The for-
mula a here acts as a counter reset condition, i.e., we only
start counting once a is satisfied. The counting quantifier is
generalized from a similar modality introduced in [6], and a
detailed discussion about the difference will be given
in Section 2.3. We also assume that bound variables in a for-
mula are pairwise distinct. We write fðx1; . . . ; xnÞ to mean
that the free variables of f are in fx1; . . . ; xng and we write
fðc1; . . . ; cnÞ to denote the instance of fðx1; . . . ; xnÞ where ci
is the substitution for xi.

In the definition of formulas, we have kept a minimum
number of logical operators. The omitted operators can be
derived using the given operators, e.g., propositional opera-
tors such as > (truth), ^ (conjunction), ! (implication),
and modal operators such as 
_I (sometimes in the past I),
which is defined as 
_If � >SIf, and &� I (always in the
past I), which can be defined as &� If � :
_I:f: Note also that
all other arithmetic relations can be derived from the rela-
tion of the form ðt > 0Þ and logical connectives: s > t �
ðs� tÞ > 0, s � t � :ðs > tÞ, s ¼ t � ðs � tÞ ^ ðt � sÞ,
s � t � s > t _ s ¼ t, and s < t � s � t ^ :ðs ¼ tÞ:

2.2 Semantics of MTLcnt

A trace is a finite sequence of states, where each state itself con-
sists of a set of atomic propositions. These atomic proposi-
tions correspond to events of interests that are being
monitored in a system. We assume an interpretation function �
which maps constant symbols to integers, and arithmetic
operators and relation symbols to their corresponding

semantic counterparts. We assume the usual arithmetic oper-
ators, and in addition, depending on applications, we may
assume a fixed set of function symbols denoting computable
functions over the integer domain. Since terms can contain
variables, we additionally need to interpret these variables.
This is done via a valuation function, i.e., a function from varia-
bles to integers. Formally, given an interpretation function �
and a valuation function n, the interpretation of a term t, writ-
ten t�;n is defined as in first-order logic [15]. For example,
ð5þ xÞ�;n is defined as 5� þ� nðxÞ. If n maps x to 2, then
ð5þ xÞ�;n is 7. Relations in integer arithmetic are interpreted
similarly, e.g., ðx > 0Þ�;n is interpreted as ðnðxÞ > � 0�Þ. To
simplify the presentation, we drop the superscript � for famil-
iar arithmetic symbols, e.g., instead of writing þ� and
ð5þ xÞ�;n, we simplywriteþ and ð5þ xÞn respectively.

A model for MTLcnt is a triple ðr; t; nÞ, where r is a trace, t
a time sequence, and n is a valuation function, with jrj ¼ jtj:
For r (or t), we write ri (or ti) to denote its ith state (or time-
stamp). Each state ri is timestamped with ti: For a valuation
n, we write n½x 7! n to denote the function which is identi-
cal to n except for the valuation of x, i.e., n½x 7! nðyÞ ¼ nðyÞ,
when y 6¼ x, and n½x 7! nðxÞ ¼ n:

Definition 1. The satisfiability relation between a model ðr; t; nÞ,
a world i 2 N�1 and a formula c, written as r; t; n; i � c, is
defined by induction on c as below, where r; t; n; i 6� c if
r; t; n; i � c is false.

� r; t; n; i 6� c if i < 1 or i > jrj.
� r; t; n; i 6� ?.
� r; t; n; i � p iff p 2 ri:
� r; t; n; i � t > 0 iff tn > 0 is true.
� r; t; n; i � :f iff r; t; n; i 6� f.
� r; t; n; i � f1 _ f2 iff r; t; n; i � f1 or r; t; n; i � f2.
� r; t; n; i � 	If iff r; t; n; i� 1 � f and ti � ti�1 2

I; i � 2:
� r; t; n; i � f1SIf2 iff there exists j � i such that

ti � tj 2 I, r; t; n; j � f2 and r; t; n; k � f1 for all
j < k � i:

� r; t; n; i � CIx : ha;bi:f iff r; t; n½x 7! n; i � f where
n ¼ jfj j r; t; n; j � b for ti � tj 2 I and m < j �
igj and m ¼ maxðfj j r; t; n; j � a; ti � tj 2 I; 1 �
j � ig [ f0gÞ:

We simply write i � c when the trace r, the time sequence
t and the valuation function n are clear from the context.

Intuitively, the meaning of CIx : ha;bi:f is as follows:
suppose that b is true at exactly n states within the past time
period I since the latest state where a holds; then the
instance of f with x mapped to n must also be true. Here is
an example to give a more intuitive explanation about the
semantics of the counting quantifier.

Example 1. For an authentication server (e.g., bank) which
validates a user’s credential, a common login policy can
be that if a user fails to enter the correct password three
times in a row, then the user’s account is temporarily dis-
abled. Let us consider only two system events: a correct
password was entered (cp), and a wrong password was
entered (wp) by a particular user. The logic policy can be
specified as follows:

&� ½:ðcp ^ wpÞ ^ ðCx : hcp; wpi:x < 3Þ: (1)
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The first conjunct expresses a consistency property, i.e., a
password entered cannot be both correct and wrong at
the same time. The variable x stores the number of times
a wrong password was entered since the last time a cor-
rect password was entered (or since the beginning of the
trace, if no correct password has been entered so far).
Consider the event trace

r ¼ hfwpg; fcpg; fwpg; fwpg; fcpg; fwpgi:
Since the formula is free of time intervals, there is no
need to consider the time sequence. Then Formula (1)
above is true at every state. For example, at r4, the vari-
able x gets instantiated to 2, since there are exactly two
wp events since the latest cp event at this point. The wp
event at r1 is not counted in this case since it happened
before the reset condition cp.

Intuitively, the counting quantifier can be used to express
quantitative properties within a ‘session’ (e.g., an authentica-
tion session, a life cycle of a process, etc). One could introduce
two events, start and end, to mark the beginning and the end
of a session. Then to check that the number of occurrences of
an event ewithin a session is less than n, for example, one can
simply use the formula Cx : hstart; e ^ :endi: x < n in con-
junction with other formulas expressing the well-formedness
of a session (e.g., every end corresponds to a start, etc). If e is
a simple event (e.g., the wp event in Example 1), one could
encode this inMTL using standard temporal operators, but at
the expense of conciseness, i.e., one needs to expand the
parameter n into n instances of e ^ :end: For example, Exam-
ple 1 can be alternatively specified as

&� ½:ðcp ^ wpÞ ^ :ðwp ^	ðwp ^	wpÞÞÞ:
That is, there cannot be three consecutive wp events any
time in the past. However, this is the case only when there
are no events being monitored other than cp and wp. When
other events are possible, then we need to specify that
events other than cp can happen in between two consecutive
wp events. In general, in a formula Cx : ha;bi:f, any of the a,
b and f could be a complicated temporal formula, e.g., it
could involve nested counting quantifiers and other tempo-
ral operators. In such a case, the encoding into pure MTL
becomes less obvious and less concise. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to introduce the counting quantifier for not only a sim-
ple way to compose formulas but also the possibility of
designing an efficient monitoring algorithm.

2.3 Language Comparison

In [6], Bauer et al. introduce a counting quantifier N
(defined in Definition 2) to LTL, which is similar to the non-
metric fragment of C. We prove that the two quantifiers are
with equivalent expressiveness, when C is with interval
½0;þ1Þ, as shown in Proposition 1.

Definition 2 (N counting quantifier). Given a trace r, valu-
ation n, a world i and the formula Nx : c:’, the satisfiability is
defined as

r; n; i � Nx : c:’ iff r; n½x 7! n; i � ’ where

n ¼ jfj j r; n; j � c and 1 � j � igj:

Proposition 1. The counting quantifiers C (with interval
½0;þ1Þ) and N are equivalent, i.e., one can be defined in terms
of the other.

Proof. Obviously, the quantifier N can be encoded using C
as follows:

Nx : b:f � Cx : h?;bi:f: (2)

That is, for C, we can set the time interval to ½0;þ1Þ and
disable the reset condition to achieve the same semantics
with N . In this case, the time interval constraints in the
semantic definition will not have any effect.

By Definition 1, we have

r; t; n; i � Cx : h?;bi:f iff r; t; n½x 7! n; i � f; where

n ¼ jfj j r; t; n; j � b and m < j � igj and
m ¼ maxðfj j r; t; n; j � ?; 1 � j � ig [ f0gÞ:

Since fj j r; t; n; j � ?; 1 � j � ig ¼ ;, we have m ¼ 0:
Thus,

r; t; n; i � Cx : h?;bi:f iff r; t; n½x 7! n; i � f;

where n ¼ jfj j r; t; n; j � b and 0 < j � igj:

Andwith a little adjustment, n ¼ jfj j r; t; n; j � c and 1 �
j � igj: This exactly follows the semantic definition ofN :

Conversely, C can also be encoded withN as follows:

Cx : ha;bi:f � N z : a: Nx : ðb ^ N y : a:y ¼ zÞ: f: (3)

Note that the subformula N y : a:y ¼ z actually acts as
a counter reset condition. According to the definition of
N , we have

r; n; i � N z : a: Nx : ðb ^ N y : a:y ¼ zÞ: f
iff r; n½z 7! n1; x 7! n2; i � f; where

n1 ¼ jfh j r; n; h � a; 1 � h � igj and
n2 ¼ jfj j r; n; j � b and r; n; j � N y : a:y ¼ n1; 1 � j � igj:

(4)

Let mj ¼ jfk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � jgj. Then n2 can be
equivalently stated as

n2 ¼jfj j r; n; j � b; r; n½y 7! n3; j � ðmj ¼ n1Þ;
and 1 � j � igj:

We define m ¼ maxðfh j r; n; h � a; 1 � h � ig [ f0gÞ;
and given the same trace, ifmj ¼ n1 with j � i, i.e.,

jfk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � jgj ¼ jfh j r; n; h � a; 1 � h � igj;

obviously, we can get j � m:
Because with the definition ofm, we know

fh j r; n; h � a;m < h � ig ¼ ;;
fh j r; n; h � a; 1 � h � ig ¼ fh j r; n; h � a; 1 � h � mg:
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Given j � m, since j � i, we can also get

fk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � jg
¼ fk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � mg [ fk j r; n; k � a;m < k � jg
¼ fk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � mg [ ;
¼ fk j r; n; k � a; 1 � k � mg:

(5)

That ismj ¼ n1:
Therefore, j � m is equivalent to the condition

mj ¼ n1: Thus,

r; n; i � N z : a: Nx : ðb ^ N y : a:y ¼ zÞ: f
� r; n½x 7! n2; i � f with n2 ¼ jfj j r; n; j � b and m � j � igj;

which equals to Cx : ha;bi:f:
Finally, the proposition follows. tu

Although C can be encoded using N as in Equation (3), it
introduces nested occurrences of N and one needs to com-
pare at least two counting variables. In general, policies
involving two or more counting variables are hard or impos-
sible to be monitored in a trace-length independent way, like
x < y, wherewe need to keep track of the difference between
two variables. We could have simply used N , but we would
then have to use the encoding above to compare two or more
variables. Such encodingswould thus obscure the underlying
structure of the problem, and makes it harder to systemati-
cally generate TLI monitors from a given specification. For
instance, the policy described in Example 1 uses only one
counting variable when expressed using C, and results in
Section 4 would guarantee the existence of TLI monitors for
that particular policy. Had we chosen to encode it using N ,
wewould have tomakemore efforts in order to show that the
policy is in fact TLI monitorable. Moreover, the counting
quantifier we propose is capable of specifying metric tempo-
ral counting policies while N fails to. We also mention that
counting operators defined in [7], [14] are encountered with
the same problem of complicating the encoding, though they
are able to specifymetric temporal constraints.

The quantifier C achieves equivalent expressiveness but
with a more concise representation owing to the reset com-
ponent. In [16], a similar design of counting operator with
reset is given but under the non-metric semantics. To the
best of our knowledge, C is the first metric counting quanti-
fier with an elegant and beneficial design of reset condition,
especially for the study of TLI monitoring algorithms.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Trace-Length Independent Monitoring

Under the scenario of runtime monitoring, we assume a
runtime monitor runs in parallel with the system to be mon-
itored, and the monitor has access to certain events emitted
by the system. The intention is to monitor the violation of
specified properties at every state of the trace. Whenever a
new event arrives, the monitor would check whether the
required property is violated in the trace resulting from
extending the history with the new event. Possibly, it needs
to keep the entire trace to check the satisfaction.

Any algorithm that implements the satisfiability relation in
Definition 1 can be used as a monitoring algorithm. In

general, an algorithm that checks the satisfiability relation
ðr; t; n; i � cÞ would need to walk through the event trace r

from the beginning up to the world i. In a settingwith limited
storage and computation resource (e.g., an OS kernel or
embedded devices), a runtime monitoring algorithm that
requires storage and inspection of an entire event trace may
not be practical, even if its complexity is linear in the size of
the trace, since the performance of the monitor will degrade
as the event trace grows. The dependency on the size of the
policies (i.e., formulas) is not so much of a problem in prac-
tice, since the policies are usually fixed for a given system, or
at least updated less frequently compared to event traces. Ad
hoc restrictions such as limiting the timewindowor enforcing
bounded storage of events are not desirable as they may
introduce incompleteness with respect to the policies being
monitored, i.e., there may be violations to the policies that
can only be detected on a trace of events longer than what
could fit in the storage. In early work [10], monitoring algo-
rithms are designed so that they require constant memory
and take linear time to the size of the trace for a given formula
to report the satisfiability relation in each world. Their algo-
rithm is complete with formulas specified in ptLTL, and one
needs to maintain only two states of all the subformulas of a
policy. Such monitoring algorithms are termed as trace-length
independentmonitoring algorithms in [9]:

Definition 3. A monitoring algorithmM is trace-length inde-
pendent for a specification language L if for any trace and for-
mula specified in L, the interpretation for all worlds can be
done in linear time in the size of trace, with its constant depend-
ing only on the size of formula, and with constant memory
space which also depends only on the size of formula.

In designing the algorithm, trace-length independence is
achieved when only a bounded history is required for
checking at each state, i.e., in a recursive paradigm. For-
mally, there exists a fixed k such that the interpretation of a
formula in current world i depends only on the interpreta-
tions of its strict subformulas in the same world, or the truth
values of its subformulas in at most k previous worlds. i.e.,
the interpretations in the following set:

fi� j ‘ ’ j’ is a subformula of c and 1 � j � kg[
fi ‘ ’ j’ is a strict subformula of c:g:

For example, the TLI monitoring algorithm for ptLTL in [10]
follows such routine, with k ¼ 1.

In a monitoring scenario where one needs to process
events one at a time as they arrive, a TLI algorithm has the
advantage that it does not need to store the entire trace of
events seen so far. Rather, it only has to remember the truth
values of every subformulas of the policy up to at most k
previous worlds.

3.2 Trace-Length Independent Monitoring of ptMTL

Beyond ptLTL, TLI monitoring algorithms for its metric
extension, ptMTL, have also been investigated in [8], [11].
Before exploring the TLI monitoring algorithm for MTLcnt,
we first prepare the readers with basic ideas on the TLI
monitoring of the vanilla ptMTL. Recursive definitions of
satisfiability relations typically lead to efficient dynamic
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programming based algorithms for checking membership
of a trace in the set of traces defined by a formula [17]. For
the TLI-monitoring of ptMTL, the core problem is to devise
a recursive semantics for the metric since operator, and it is
first investigated and solved in [11]

i � f1SIf2 iff 0 2 I and i � f2; or

i > 1; i � f1 and i � f1SI0f2 where I 0 ¼ I � ðti � ti�1Þ:

As can be seen that the recursive semantics is dependent on
the interpretation of a new formula with the same structure,
but a different time interval, which shifts by the difference
between the current and the previous timestamps. In a gen-
eral setting, difference between two successive timestamps
(e.g., ti and ti�1) in a time sequence varies, so we need to
simultaneously monitor the set of formulas arising from all
possible interval shifts. Such formulas are termed as
“interval-skewed subformulas” in [18]. Let SFðfÞ denote the
set of subformulas of f that are defined in a usual manner,
the set of its interval-skewed subformulas is defined as

SF kðfÞ ¼ ff1SI�nf2 jf1SIf2 2 SFðfÞ; n 2 ½1;maxðIÞg:

Example 3 is given in Appendix A to demonstrate the inter-
val-skewed subformula concept.

We denote the expanded set of subformulas with
SFþðfÞ; and define it as

SFþðfÞ ¼ SFðfÞ [ SF kðfÞ:

For metric logic, timestamps can be infinitely large and
recording any of them will interfere with the TLI property.
As this is a characteristic of the logic itself and beyond our
topic, following [8] we assume that timestamps can be rep-
resented by bounded number of bits. In practice, this
assumption is often reasonable since arbitrarily precise
clocks do not exist physically. We stick to the assumption in
this article, not only to restrain bound space consumption,
but also guarantee calculations on timestamps to be carried
out in constant time. Our monitoring algorithm is extended
from the one presented in [11].

3.3 Isolated Variables

For a counting formula, e.g., CIx : ha;bi:f, the constraint
part f may consist of multiple complicated components,
like arithmetic relations, since operators, counting operators,
conjunction operators and etc, thus x can be used in more
than one arithmetic relations. In this case, these relations
must be considered as a whole and complicate the analysis.
To ease the exposition and make the description more suc-
cinct, we define isolated variables as in Definition 4.

Definition 4. Given a counting formula CIx : ha;bi:f, if vari-
able x is used in exactly one arithmetic relation, we call it an
isolated variable.

In reality, this is not a limitation to the formulas. Particu-
larly, if there is no variable in f, the counting formula is logi-
cally equivalent to f. In case f is with more than one
arithmetic relations involving x, it can be rewritten into an
equivalent formulawhere x is isolated as shown in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Given a counting formula CIx : ha;bi:f with x occur-
ring in more than one arithmetic relations, it can be encoded to
an equivalent formula where all variables are isolated.

Proof. According to the syntax of MTLcnt, all direct occur-
rences of variables are in arithmetic relations, and we
assume x is used in terms t1; . . . ; tm. The rewriting is done
as follows:

1) We substitute the quantifier CIx : ha;bi with
CIx1 : ha;bi . . . CIxm : ha;bi:

2) For tj with 1 � j � m, x is substituted with xj.
With the rewriting, it is guaranteed any xj (1 � j � m)

occurs in only one term. More importantly, formulas
before and after the rewriting are equivalent because the
quantification conditions—target condition, trigger con-
dition and time interval—for x and its substitutions are
the same, thus keeping the same valuation for these vari-
ables, and further the same valuation for the terms. tu
With Lemma 1, we can assume without loss of generality

that all the variables in MTLcnt formulas are isolated and
restricted by a particular counting quantifier. Furthermore,
given an execution trace, the valuation of a variable is deter-
mined by the counting quantifier, and this is different from
the traditional usage of first-order quantifiers. From this
point of view, we do not deem MTLcnt as an extension of
the first-order temporal logic, where variables always have
alternative valuations.

4 TRACE-LENGTH INDEPENDENT MONITORING

OF MTLcnt

With the extension of counting quantifier and arithmetic
relation, MTLcnt is more expressive and designing a TLI
monitoring algorithm for it is desirable but challenging.
From experiences on TLI monitoring of other past time tem-
poral logics, it is profitable to explore the recursive seman-
tics of the counting formula. Afterwards, algorithms can be
designed accordingly. In the following, all variables are
required to be bound, which means for any occurrence of
an arithmetic relation in a formula, we can always identify
the corresponding counting quantifiers. For instance, if a
relation tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ > 0 occurs as a subformula, then there
must exist quantifiers CI1x1 : ha1;b1i; . . . ; CInxn : han;bni
restricting the valuation of its variables. Moreover, we
assume all variables are isolated unless otherwise stated.

There are two parts in the semantics of counting formula:
the valuation of the variable and the interpretation of the
arithmetic relation under this valuation. In runtime moni-
toring, the valuation of a variable is calculated via interpret-
ing the counting quantifier against the execution trace. For
non-metric counting quantifiers (i.e., those with interval
½0;þ1Þ), the number of times a formula is satisfied in the
history can never decrease, unless the reset condition is trig-
gered, which means tn½x 7! d > 0 is always evaluated in
worlds behind tn½x 7! ðd�1Þ > 0: This statement is still true
for metric temporal counting quantifiers when interpreted
on the absolute time intervals, and details can be find in
Section 4.4. This observation is the key inspiration for us to
unveil the recursive semantics of counting formulas. Here
we need to mention that recording the actual count and
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updating it according to the coming event would break the
TLI property as the space needed grows. On the other hand,
storing partial history is also not practical, as we do not
specify any upper bound of the number of events that can
emerge within a time period. As a result, we focus our atten-
tion on how to interpret the arithmetic relations recursively,
assuming the counts grow irreversibly unless reset.

In this section, we first identify the class of arithmetic rela-
tions that are TLI-monitorable and then give the recursive
semantics for counting formulas with such arithmetic rela-
tions. Specifically, in Section 4.1 we look at the univariate case
where relations are with arity 1, and then generalize it to the
multivariate case in Section 4.2. If all relations in a counting
formula are TLI-monitorable, it is straightforward that for-
mula itself is TLI-monitorable. For such TLI-monitorable
counting formulas, we develop the recursive semantics to
interpret the counting quantifiers and derive the valuation of
the formulas based on results from bounded previous
worlds. In Section 4.3, we present the recursive description of
the semantics of TLI-monitorable counting formulas with
non-metric counting quantifiers, and make a generalization
tometric temporal counting quantifiers in Section 4.4.

4.1 TLI-Monitorable Arithmetic Relations

Intuitively, TLI-monitorable arithmetic relations are those for
which the valuation of tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ > 0 can be solved incre-
mentally as events keep coming. In this subsection, we look
into univariate relations, i.e., tðxÞ > 0, and leave the multi-
variate cases to the next subsection. If a variable x is quanti-
fied with the time interval ½0;þ1Þ, we can infer that
whenever an event occurs, the valuation of x either remains
the same or increases by 1, or is cleared to 0 if the reset condi-
tion is triggered. This means the interpretation of
tn½x 7! ðd�1Þ > 0 is always calculated ahead of the interpreta-
tion of tn½x 7! d > 0 for any count number d. For counting
quantifiers with general time intervals, we also observe such
an interpretation order, after some transformation on the
time intervals, as we shall discuss Section 4.4. If we can deter-
mine the truth values of tn½x 7! d > 0 based on a finite number
of interpretations of tn½x 7! d�1 > 0; . . . ; tn½x 7! d�k > 0, then it
only needs tomaintain the previous k status of this interpreta-
tion.Moreover, there is no need to store the actual value of the
variable x nor the value of tðxÞ during themonitoring; all that
matters is the truth value of tðxÞ > 0: Thus the space
required for monitoring such relations remains constant irre-
spective of the value of x during the monitoring. The formal
definition of TLI-monitorable relations is given inDefinition 5.
In this definition, we do not require the valuation of tðxÞ > 0
to be recursive from 0 because it is when x becomes large that
the constant space restriction is hard to fulfill.

Definition 5.Given a term t : N! R, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable
if there are two constants c; k 2 N, with c � k � 1, and a total
computable boolean functionH, such that for any x � c

ftðxÞ ¼ Hðftðx� 1Þ; . . . ; ftðx� kÞÞ:
Definition 6. Let t : Nn ! R. We define its characteristic function

ft as follows:

ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ 0 if tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ � 0;
1 otherwise.

�

Definition 7. Given a function f : N! R, it is said to be peri-
odic over interval I � N with period T 2 N> 0 if we have

fðxÞ ¼ fðxþ T Þ;
for all values of x 2 I, such that ðxþ T Þ 2 I:

Definition 8. A total function f : N! R is said to be lower-
bounded periodic, or lb-periodic for short, if there is a b 2 N

such that f is periodic on interval ½b;þ1Þ.
Lemma 2. Given a term t : N! R, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable if

ft is lb-periodic.

Proof. Since ft is lb-periodic, there is a b such that ft is peri-
odic on ½b;þ1Þ. Suppose the period is k, and then for any
x � bþ kwe have ftðxÞ ¼ ftðx� kÞ. So,

ftðxÞ ¼ tðxÞ > 0 if x < bþ k;
ftðx� kÞ otherwise.

�

Hence, the boolean function H can be easily constructed
as: for x � bþ k,

Hðftðx� 1Þ; . . . ; ftðx� kÞÞ ¼ ftðx� kÞ:
Obviously, H is a standard primitive recursive project-
ion function and according to Definition 5, t > 0 is
TLI-monitorable. tu
We characterize the class of relations which are TLI-

monitorable according to Definition 5. Some auxiliary defi-
nitions are presented in Definitions 6, 7, and 8 to define the
characteristic function and to describe the lb-periodic prop-
erty of a function. These definitions help to specify the char-
acterizations of TLI-monitorable relations. The sufficiency
condition for a relation to be TLI-monitorable is shown and
proved in Lemma 2. Example 2 in Appendix A is presented
to illustrate the definitions and lemma above.

In the next, we present in Lemma 3 the necessary condi-
tion for a relation to be TLI-monitorable and give the proofs.

Lemma 3. Given a term t : N! R, ft is lb-periodic if t > 0 is
TLI-monitorable.

Proof. As ft is TLI-monitorable, there exist two constants c
and k, with c � k � 1 and c; k 2 N, such that

ftðxÞ ¼ tðxÞ > 0 if x < c;
Hðftðx� 1Þ; . . . ; ftðx� kÞÞ otherwise.

�

for some given funcitonH:
Wedenote the value of ftðxÞ as ax for x � c, and thenwe

can get a string a ¼ acacþ1acþ2 � � � with infinite length. We
define a subsequence of a as A ¼ aaiþ1 � � � aiþk�1;
with i � c and i 2 N. A is of length k. It is obvious that A
is composed of only 0 and 1, soA 2 f0; 1gk:

Now we can get an infinite list of sequences
Ac;Acþ1; Acþ2; . . . : For the first ð2k þ 1Þ sequences, there
must be at least one pair of identical sequences according
to the Pigeonhole Principle. We pick out the first sequence
Ap which has a repeat, and then there must exist q > p
so that Ap ¼ Aq; and for any p < t < q, Ap 6¼ At. More
explicitly, Ap ¼ Aq means that ap ¼ aq; . . . ; apþk�1 ¼
aqþk�1:
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With some adaption on representation, we have
ax ¼ Hðax�1; . . . ; ax�kÞ, then it can be inferred that

Hðapþk�1; . . . ; apÞ ¼ Hðaqþk�1; . . . ; aqÞ ) apþk ¼ aqþk:

Along with apþk ¼ aqþk, we get

Hðapþk; . . . ; apþ1Þ ¼ Hðaqþk; . . . ; aqþ1Þ ) apþkþ1 ¼ aqþkþ1;

and so on and so forth.
Via the deduction we get the conclusion that for x � q,

ax ¼ ax�ðq�pÞ, i.e., ftðxÞ ¼ ftðx� ðq � pÞÞ: That is, ftðxÞ ¼
ftðx� ðq � pÞÞ on ½q;þ1Þ. Therefore, ft is lb-periodic on
½p;þ1Þ, and this lemma follows. tu
With the sufficient and necessary conditions proved

in Lemmas 2 and 3 separately, we get the following
theorem:

Theorem 1. Given a term t : N! R, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable
iff ft is lb-periodic.

The abstract characterization in Theorem 1 is in a way
quite obvious from the definition of TLI-monitorable
relations. The important part is that monitorability is
associated with periodic characteristic function ft rather
than the term t itself. That is, t may not be periodic yet
still be TLI-monitorable. In concrete applications, since
we are usually only given the term t but not the charac-
teristic function ft, the difficulty is in deciding whether
ft is lb-periodic. In the following, we show several clas-
ses of functions for which their characteristic functions
are lb-periodic.

Theorem 2. Given a term t : N! R, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable
if t satisfies one of the following conditions:

1) t is lb-periodic.
2) t is monotonically increasing/decreasing.
3) t is a univariate polynomial function.

Proof.We show the proofs for each case.
Case(1): Supposing t is lb-periodic on interval ½b;þ1Þ

with period T , we have, for 8m 2 ½b;þ1Þ; tðmÞ ¼
tðmþ T Þ: If tðmÞ � 0, naturally tðmþ T Þ � 0, and then

ftðmÞ ¼ ftðmþ T Þ ¼ 0:

Else if tðmÞ > 0, it can be inferred that tðmþ T Þ > 0 and

ftðmÞ ¼ ftðmþ T Þ ¼ 1:

Therefore, ftðxÞ is lb-periodic on interval ½b;þ1Þ:
According to Theorem 1, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable.

Case(2): We first consider the scenario where term t is
monotonically increasing. If tðxÞ � 0 for 8m 2 N, then
ftðxÞ remains 0, i.e., it is lb-periodic on N with period 1.
Else, if 9m0 2 N, we have tðxÞ > 0. Then for any
m > m0, we have tðmÞ > tðm0Þ > 0, that is ftðxÞ
remains 1 on ½m0;þ1Þ: According to Theorem 1, t > 0 is
TLI-monitorable.

In the other case F is monotonically decreasing, with
similar proofs we can get to the same results.

Case(3): Suppose t is a univariate polynomial of degree
n and tðxÞ has at most n roots. If tðxÞ has no roots, accord-
ing to the Continuity of polynomial functions, t remains

positive or negative on the domain. Else, we assume the
roots are c1; . . . ; ck, for some 1 � k � n. (Note that these
roots are not necessary to be integers.) Let c be a positive
integer larger than dmaxðc1; . . . ; ckÞe: Since all polyno-
mial functions are continuous, we have either tðxÞ > 0
for 8x � c or tðxÞ < 0 for 8x � c. In either case, ft is
lb-periodic on ½c;1Þ with period 1, and therefore t > 0
is TLI-monitorable. tu
There also exist univariate relations that are not TLI-

monitorable, like tðxÞ ¼ sin
ffiffiffi
x
p

, for which the characteristic
function is not lb-periodic.

4.2 TLI-Monitorable Multivariate Relations

We now look at the case where the arithmetic relations can
be multivariate. The formal definition of TLI-monitorable
multivariate relations is given in Definition 9. Theorem 3
implies that ’ is TLI-monitorable if the period of a projec-
tion of F into one of its parameter is independent of the
other parameter, once the value of that parameter exceeds a
certain threshold. This allows us to quotient the values of
each parameters into their own equivalence classes inde-
pendently of each other.

Definition 9. Let t : Nn ! R be a term, then t > 0 is TLI-
monitorable if there are constants c1; . . . ; cn and k1; . . . ; kn;
with ci � ki � 1 and ci; ki 2 N for all 1 � i � n; such that
ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼

tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ > 0; if 8i : xi < ci;
Hðfftðx1 � u1; . . . ; xn � unÞ j 8i : 0 � ui � kign

ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞÞ; otherwise:

8<
:

HereH is a total computable boolean function.

Definition 10. Let t : Nn ! R, we define the set of the ith
dimension slices of t as

PiðtÞ ¼ fx! tða1; . . . ; ai�1; xi; aiþ1 . . . ; anÞ j
a1; . . . ; ai�1; aiþ1; . . . ; an 2 Ng:

Theorem 3. Given a term t : Nn ! R; for any 1 � i � n, if
the characteristic functions of functions in PiðtÞ are all
lb-periodic with the same lower bound and period, then t > 0
is TLI-monitorable.

Proof. For any 1 � i � n, we assume the characteristic func-
tions of functions in PiðtÞ are lb-periodic and share the
same period ki and lower bound ci. If xi < ki þ ci for any
1 � i � n, then tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ is calculated accordingly and
get the interpretation of t > 0. Otherwise, supposing
there exists j such that xj � kj þ cj and xm < km þ cm for
all 1 � m < j; since the characteristic functions of func-
tions in PjðtÞ are lb-periodic, we have,

ftðx1; . . . ; xj; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ ftðx1; . . . ; xj � kj; . . . ; xnÞ:

Following similar lines, function H can be constructed as
ftðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
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tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ > 0 if xi < ki þ ci for all 1 � i � n;
ftðx1 � k1; . . . ; xnÞ if x1 � k1 þ c1:

. . . . . .
ftðx1; . . . ; xj � kj; . . . ; xnÞ if xj � kj þ cj and xi < ki þ ci

for all 1 � i < j � n:
. . . . . .

ftðx1; . . . ; xn � knÞ if xn � kn þ cn and xi < ki þ ci
for all 1 � i < n:

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

According to the Definition 9, t > 0 is TLI-monitorable.tu

4.3 Recursive Semantics of Non-Metric Temporal
Counting Quantifier

For a counting formula, the counting semantics comes from
the counting quantifiers and the limitation semantics comes
from the arithmetic relations. If the counting quantifier is
with time interval ½0;þ1; we call it non-metric temporal
counting quantifier. In this section, we investigate how to
interpret the counting formula with non-metric temporal
counting quantifiers in a recursive way.

Recall (from Section 3.3) that all variables in a counting
formula are isolated, which means each counting variable
appears in exactly one term. We start the analysis with a
particular arithmetic relation, and see how to translate the
counting semantics for all its bound counting quantifiers.
Generally, the count for a target formula never decreases
unless the reset condition is triggered. As the count is finally
checked in an arithmetic relation, if the arithmetic relation is
TLI-monitorable, we can track the valuation recursively
instead of keeping its real value which can be arbitrarily
large. For a univariate TLI-monitorable relation tðxÞ > 0, its
truth value repeats periodically when x exceeds the lower
bound of its characteristic function, therefore we can quo-
tient its domain based on the period to form a finite set of
equivalence classes. As for multivariate relations, e.g.,
tðx1; . . . ; xnÞ > 0, surprisingly we can get the equivalence
classes following similar line. The main difference between
the univariate and the multivariate case is finding the right
lower bound and the periods for a particular variable, then
we can quotient one dimension of its domain to form a finite
set of equivalence classes. The definition of equivalence
classes can be found in Definition 11, and the number equiv-
alence classes is finite according to Proposition 2.

Definition 11. Given a term t : Nn ! R, and for any 1 � i � n
the characteristic functions of functions in PiðtÞ are lb-periodic
over ½bi;þ1Þ with period Ti, we define the equivalence class
on the ith dimension domain of t as

½e ¼ feg if e < b;
fa j ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; a � big otherwise.

�

Proposition 2. For equivalence classes defined in Definition 11,
½e is empty iff e � bi þ Ti:

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A. tu
Proposition 3. For equivalence classes of the ith dimension

defined in Definition 11, t > 0 has the same interpretation for
elements in the same equivalence class.

Proof. For the equivalence class ½e, and 8a 2 ½e:

(1) If e < bi, since ½e ¼ feg; obviously, a ¼ e and
tn½xi 7! a > 0 � tn½xi 7! e > 0:

(2) If e � bi,since

½e ¼ fa j ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; a � bi; a 2 Ng;
thus we have ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; and with some
equivalent transformation, we have

ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e

,ða� biÞmodTi ¼ e� bi

,a� bi ¼ ðe� biÞ þm � Tið9m 2 NÞ
,a ¼ eþm � Ti:

Since the characteristic functions of functions in PiðtÞ is
lb-periodic over ½bi;þ1Þ with period Ti, we assume f 0t
the characteristic function of the mapping

x! tðx1; . . . ; xi�1; x; xiþ1; . . . ; xnÞ;
where x1; . . . ; xi�1; xiþ1; . . . ; xn can be instantiated by any
valid valuation functions. Then we have

f 0tðaÞ ¼ f 0tðeþm � TiÞ ¼ f 0tðeþ ðm� 1Þ � TiÞ ¼ � � � ¼ f 0tðeÞ:
That is, tn½xi 7! a > 0 � tn½xi 7! e > 0:

Now, it is proved that for any a 2 ½e, we have

tn½xi 7! a > 0 � tn½xi 7! e > 0: Thus the proposition

follows. tu
As proved in Proposition 3, the interpretation of t > 0 is

the same for valuations in the same equivalence class; we can
achieve a recursive semantics by managing the valuation of
variables in t as indexes to equivalence classes. For simplicity,
each equivalence class is indexed with the minimal element
in the set. In this case the valuation of variables is limited to a
finite range and make trace-length independence possible.
The reset condition in the quantifier is orthogonal to the issue
of quotienting the domain of corresponding variable; when it
is satisfied, the count is reset to 0, i.e., the index is reset to 0.
We write rðr; t; n; i; CIx : ha;biÞ to denote the index of the
equivalence class indicated by the valuation x quantified by
CIx : ha;bi, and the value is computed under model ðr; t; nÞ
and world i. When r; t and n are clear form the context, we
alsowrite as rði; CIx : ha;biÞ for simplicity.

As in [3], [10], the key to achieve the trace-length inde-
pendence property is to express the semantics of all logical
operators in a recursive form, e.g., the interpretation of f at
state i is generated only based on the interpretation of its
subformulas at current world and/or the interpretation of f
at world i� 1. Semantics of all operators in MTLcnt except
the counting formula is already in recursive form. Our aim
is to calculate to which equivalence class the current valua-
tion of the variable belongs based on the previous records.
Theorem 4 shows that the semantics of a TLI-monitorable
non-metric counting formula also admits a recursive form.
For world 1, i.e., the base case, we uniformly give the
semantics of general (temporal and non-temporal) counting
quantifier in Theorem 5 (Section 4.4).

Theorem 4. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ and a counting formula
Cx : ha;bi:fðxÞ, if every arithmetic relation in f is TLI-
monitorable, then for every 1 < j � jrj,
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j � Cx : ha;bi:fðxÞ iff j � fn½x 7! rðj;Cx:ha;biÞ;

where for variable x, we assume the characteristic functions of
slices on x are lb-periodic on ½b;þ1 with period T , and the
index of equivalence class is calculated via:

1) If j � a; then rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;
2) If j 6� a; and j � b; r < b; where r ¼ rðj� 1; Cx :

ha;biÞ; then rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ rþ 1;
3) If j 6� a; and j � b; r � b; where r ¼ rðj� 1; Cx :

ha;biÞ; then rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ ðrþ 1 � bÞmod
T þ b;

4) If j 6� a; and j 6� b; then rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ rðj� 1;
Cx : ha;biÞ:

Proof. For the counting quantifier, based on whether the
reset condition and target formula are satisfied at current
stage, the valuation of x determined by Cx : ha;bi is dis-
cussed under the following three scenarios with distinct
conditions, among which the union is complete and the
intersection of any two is empty:

(i) j � a;
(ii) j 6� a and j � b;
(iii) j 6� a and j 6� b:
Since we assume the counting formula is TLI-

monitorable, x is used either in a TLI-monitorable univari-
ate relation whose characteristic function is lb-periodic on
½b;þ1Þ andwith period T , or a TLI-monitorablemultivar-
iate relation for which the characteristic functions of slices
on x are lb-periodic on ½b;þ1Þ andwith period T .

For a non-metric counting quantifier its semantics can
be simplified as:

� j � Cx : ha;bi:f iff n½x 7! l; j � f; where l ¼
jfh jh � b;m < h � jgj;m ¼ maxðfh jh � a; 1 �
h � jg [ f0gÞ:

For Cx : ha;bi;we can define

B ¼ fh jh � b;m < h � jg;
A ¼ fh jh � a; 1 � h � jg:
l ¼ jBj;

m ¼ maxðA [ f0gÞ:
Thus we only need to prove l always belongs to the
equivalence class ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ.

Under condition (i), if j � a, then j 2 A and j is the
largest value in A. Naturally, m ¼ j and B is empty
because there is no h greater than j: It follows that l ¼ 0,
and obviously l 2 ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ.

Under condition (ii), if j 6� a and j � b, it means that
there is a new occurrence of b which should be updated
to the count as the reset condition is not triggered. To
deal with the update of the count, we need to check
whether the index of the equivalence class to which the
count belongs at the current state is beyond the lower
bound. We define, at state j� 1,

B0 ¼ fh jh � b;m0 < h � j� 1g;
A0 ¼ fh jh � a; 1 � h � j� 1g;
l0 ¼ jB0j;

m0 ¼ maxðA0 [ f0gÞ:

With the condition, we can get

j 6� a) j 62 A) A ¼ A0 ) m ¼ m0;
j � b) j 2 B) B ¼ B0 [ fjgð with m ¼ m0Þ:

Since j 62 B0, it can be implied thatjBj ¼ jB0j þ 1) l ¼
l0 þ 1:

After getting the valuation l of x, we need to compute to
which the equivalence class l belongs. If l0 < b, we have
l0 2 ½l0. It can also be inferred that l0 þ 1 � b, and also

l0 þ 1 < b) l0 þ 1 2 ½l0 þ 1;
l0 þ 1 ¼ b) l0 þ 1 2 ½ðb� bÞmodT þ b ) l0 þ 1 2 ½b:

So we can always get l 2 ½l0 þ 1. With r ¼ rðj� 1;
Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ l0, we have rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ rþ 1 ¼ l0 þ 1,
that is l 2 ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ.

Otherwise, if l0 � b, then l0 2 ½ðl0 � bÞmodT þ b: Obv-
iously, l ¼ l0 þ 1 � b and l 2 ½ðl� bÞmodT þ b. As
rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ ððl0 � bÞmodT þ bþ 1� bÞmodT þ b, if
T ¼ 1;

rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ ¼ b ¼ ðl� bÞmodT þ b;

thus we have l 2 ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ:
If T > 1; then

ððl0 � bÞmodT þ bþ 1� bÞmodT þ b

¼ððl0 � bÞmodT þ 1ÞmodT þ b

¼ððl0 � bÞmodT þ 1modT ÞmodT þ b

¼ðl0 � bþ 1ÞmodT þ b

¼ðl� bÞmodT þ b;

that is l 2 ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ:
Under condition (iii), if j 6� a and j 6� b, then we know

that j 62 B and j 62 A; thus yielding

A ¼ fh jh � a; 1 � h � j� 1g ¼ A0:
m ¼ maxðA [ f0gÞ ¼ m0;
B ¼ fh jh � b;m < h � j� 1g ¼ B0:

It follows that l ¼ l0: Since l0 2 ½rðj� 1; Cx : ha;biÞ; it is
obviously l 2 ½rðj; Cx : ha;biÞ:

The theorem follows for cases (i) (ii) (iii). tu

4.4 Recursive Semantics of Metric Temporal
Counting Quantifier

In this section, we present the recursive semantics of count-
ing quantifier bounded with general intervals. Since the
time model used in this article is non-strictly increasing,
which means there can be multiple occurrences of events
with same timestamp, the count for certain formulas can be
extremely large even in a short time interval. In this case,
simply recording the exact count for metric counting quanti-
fiers can still break the trace-length independence. There-
fore, we need to seek for the recursive semantics of metric
counting quantifiers with general time intervals in order to
pave the way for TLI monitoring. We present the proposed
formal definition in Theorem 6 and the base case (world 1)
in Theorem 5. The key idea is to look at the time intervals in
an absolute way. If there is a Dt time shifting between the
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current and previous timestamps, current observation of
events within time interval I is consistent with previous
observation in skewed interval I � Dt: In this way we can
accumulate the count incrementally.

Theorem 5. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ and a counting formula
CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ, at the world 1,

1 � CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ iff 1 � fn½x 7! rð1;CIx:ha;biÞ;

where for variable x, we assume the characteristic functions of
slices on x is lb-periodic on ½b;þ1 with period T , then the
index of equivalence class is calculated via:

1) If 0 62 I, rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;
2) If 0 2 I,

a) if 1 � a, then rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;
b) if 1 6� a and 1 6� b; then rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0:
c) if 1 6� a, 1 � b and b > 1; then rð1; CIx : ha;

biÞ ¼ 1;
d) if 1 6� a, 1 � b and b � 1; then rð1; CIx : ha;

biÞ ¼ ð1� bÞmodT þ b.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A. tu
Theorem 6. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ and a counting formula
CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ, if every arithmetic relation in f is TLI-moni-
torable, then for every 1 < j � jrj,

j � CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ iff j � fn½x 7! rðj;CIx:ha;biÞ; (6)

where for variable x, we assume the characteristic functions of
slices on x is lb-periodic on ½b;þ1 with period T , and
I 0 ¼ I � ðtj � tj�1Þ, then the index of equivalence class is cal-
culated via:

1) If 0 62 I and I 0 ¼ ;, rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;
2) If 0 62 I and I 0 6¼ ;, rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ rðj� 1; CI0x :

ha;biÞ;
3) If 0 2 I and I 0 ¼ ;:

If j 6� a and j � b; rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 1 if b > 1,
and rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ ð1� bÞmodT þ b if b � 1:
Otherwise rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;

4) If 0 2 I and I 0 6¼ ;:
a) if j � a, then rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ 0;
b) if j 6� a and j � b and r ¼ rðj� 1; CI0x : ha;

biÞ < b; then rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ rþ 1;
c) if j 6� a and j � b and r ¼ rðj� 1; CI0x : ha;

biÞ � b; then rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ ðrþ 1�
bÞmodTþ b;

d) if j 6� a and j 6� b; then rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ ¼ rðj�
1; CI0x : ha;biÞ:

Proof. In this proof, for each counting quantifier, the valua-
tion of x determined by CIx : ha;bi is analyzed under the
four cases based on whether 0 2 I and I 0 is empty. Since
we assume the counting formula is TLI-monitorable, x is
used either in a TLI-monitorable univariate relation
whose characteristic function is lb-periodic on ½b;þ1Þ
and with period T , or a TLI-monitorable multivariate
relation for which the characteristic functions of slices on
x are lb-periodic on ½b;þ1Þ and with period T . According
to the semantics of metric temporal counting quantifier
defined in Section 2, for CIx : ha;biwe denote

B ¼ fh jh � b; for tj � th 2 I;m < h � jg;
A ¼ fh jh � a; for tj � th 2 I; 1 � h � jg;
l ¼ jBj;

m ¼ maxðA [ f0gÞ:

Thus we only need to prove that l always belongs to
the equivalence class ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ.

Case(1): If 0 62 I and I 0 is empty,

0 62 I ) tj � tj 62 I ) j 62 B;

I 0 ¼ ; ) ðtj � tj�1Þ > maxðIÞ
) 8h < j� 1; tj � th > maxðIÞ
) 8h < j� 1; tj � th 62 I;

then we can conclude that B ¼ ; ) l ¼ 0: Hence,
l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ:

Case(2): If 0 62 I and I 0 6¼ ;, for CI0x : ha;bi, we denote
at state j� 1

B0 ¼ fh jh � b; for tj�1 � th 2 I 0;m0 < h � j� 1g;
A0 ¼ fh jh � a; for tj�1 � th 2 I 0; 1 � h � j� 1g;
l0 ¼ jB0j;

m0 ¼ maxðA0 [ f0gÞ:
For 0 62 I, similar with Case(1), we know j 62 A and j 62 B:
Therefore, we can get

A ¼ fh jh � a; for tj � th 2 I; 1 � h � j� 1g
¼ fh jh � a; for tj � th � ðtj � tj�1Þ 2 I � ðtj � tj�1Þ;

1 � h � j� 1g
¼ fh jh � a; for tj�1 � th 2 I 0; 1 � h � j� 1g ¼ A0

) m ¼ m0;

B ¼ fh jh � b; for tj � th 2 I;m < h � j� 1g
¼ fh jh � b; for tj � th � ðtj � tj�1Þ 2 I � ðtj � tj�1Þ;

m < h � j� 1g
¼ fh jh � b; for tj�1 � th 2 I 0;m < h � j� 1g
¼ fh jh � b; for tj�1 � th 2 I 0;m0 < h � j� 1g ¼ B0

ðm ¼ m0Þ
) l ¼ l0:

Hence, l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ:
Case(3): If 0 2 I and I 0 ¼ ;, similar with Case(1),

I 0 ¼ ; ) 8h 2 ½1; jÞ; h 62 B; h 62 A:

Thus the only possible member for B and A is j because
tj � tj ¼ 0 2 I, and further l � 1. Easily, we can get

l ¼ 1, B ¼ fjg , j � b and m < j, j � b and j 62 A

, j � b and j 6� a:

Hence, if j � b and j 6� a, then l ¼ 1; and naturally
l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ no matter b > l or b � l. Otherwise,
l ¼ 0, and also l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ:

Case(4): If 0 2 I and I 0 6¼ ;, following the proof of
Theorem 4, cases are analyzed based on the satisfaction
of j � b and j � a:
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For case(a),

j � f) j 2 A) m ¼ jð0 2 IÞ ) B ¼ ; ) l ¼ 0:

Thus, l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ:
For case(d), similar with case(2),

j 6� a) j 62 A

) A ¼ fh jh � a; for tj � th 2 I; 1 � h � j� 1g ¼ A0

) m ¼ m0;

and

j 6� b) j 62 B

) B ¼ fh jh � b; for tj � th 2 I;m < h � j� 1g ¼ B0

) l ¼ l0:

Hence, l 2 ½rðj; CIx : ha;biÞ:
For case(b) and case(c), it is easy to get

j 6� a) m ¼ m0; and

j � b) j 2 Bð0 2 IÞ
) B ¼ fh jh � b; for tj � th 2 I;m < h � j� 1g [ fjg

¼ B0 [ fjg
) l ¼ l0 þ 1:

This is the same case as shown in the proof of Theorem 4
for condition (ii), so we do not repeat here.

In conclusion, the theorem follows. tu

5 MONITORING ALGORITHM OF MTLcnt

Now each logical operators of MTLcnt can be handled recur-
sively, and dynamic programming can be employed to
design the TLI monitoring algorithm dealing with formulas
composed by these operators. A key for the monitoring is to
guarantee subformulas are always interpreted ahead of its
root formula. Hence, the set of subformulas of a givenMTLcnt

formula must be formulated and organized in a well-order.
For quantified counting formulas, however, its subformulas
would contain free variables, and their truth values would
thus depend on the valuation of variables. To avoid encoding
valuation of variables explicitly in the monitoring algorithm,
we need to instantiate variables to concrete values before
computing their interpretation. Given a TLI-monitorable for-
mula CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ, we compute a finite set of equivalence
classes for the domain, particularly on the dimension of x.
Suppose this set has n elements f½e1; . . . ; ½eng. We define its

immediate subformulas as: a, b, and fn½x 7! ei  for 1 � i � n.
Given a formula c, we use SF�ðcÞ to denote the extension of
SFþðcÞ to include the instantiated subformulas of counting
formulas, and it is defined as

SF�ðcÞ ¼ SFþðcÞ [ ffn½x 7! ei j CIx : ha;bi:fðxÞ 2 SF
and 1 � i � ng:

From the recursive semantics presented in Theorem 6,
we can see the interpretation of the counting formulas
depends not only on its immediate subformulas, but also
the valuation of its interval-skewed counting quantifiers.
We define the interval-skewed counting quantifiers of
CIx : ha;bi as

ISQðCIx : ha;biÞ ¼ fCI�mx : ha;bi jm 2 ½0;maxðIÞg:

These interval-skewed counting quantifiers are no included in
the set of subformulas but their valuation of variables aremai-
ntained respectively. We define a well-order� over the set of
interval-skewed quantifiers that respects the following rule:

� if Q0 is an interval-skewed counting quantifier of Q
and Q0 6¼ Q, then Q0 � Q:

And we assume the quantifiers in the set are always well
ordered.

Nowwepresent howmonitoring can be done for a general
MTLcnt formula f, given a trace r and a time sequence t, with
jrj ¼ jtj. Let f1;f2; . . . ;fm be an enumeration of SF�ðfÞ
respecting the � order. Simply, we deem fj (1 � j � m) is
with index j and the index can be referred to via idxðfjÞ: We
maintain two Boolean arrays prev½1; . . . ;m and cur½1; . . . ;m
to record the interpretation of formulas in SF�ðfÞ at two suc-
cessive states. Under the runtime monitoring scenario, the
algorithm is required to output the interpretation of f at each
state. With dynamic programming approach, the monitoring
algorithm outputs the verdict of all subformulas at a world
following the� order; and it outputs the verdict for all worlds
incrementally from the beginning to the end. That is, with the
results of world i� 1 stored in prev½1; . . . ;m, we can calcu-
late the results of world i and keep them in cur½1; . . . ;m.
Array cur is updated with prev at the start of next iteration,
and the iteration stopswhen reaching the end of the trace.

For quantified counting subformulas, we assume they
are with TLI-monitorable univariate arithmetic relations
and/or TLI-monitorable multivariate relations as specified in
Definition 9. In this case,weneed tomaintain the lower bound
and period for each univariate relation and every slice of the
multivariate relations. We also assume all the quantified sub-
formulas inSF�ðfÞ to be variable-isolated. Since each variable
occurs in exactly one relation, we use variable names to index
the set of lower bounds and periods. These information is
stored in array tli, whose size is equivalent to the number
of variables in the formula. For variable x, the index can be
referred via idxvðxÞ; and its lower bound and period are
tli½idxvðxÞ:lb and tli½idxvðxÞ:pd. From the recursive semantics
shown in Theorems 4 and 6, we know it is necessary to keep
track of the valuation determined by counting quantifiers. For
counting quantifiers in the subformulas, the corresponding
valuations for the current and previous state are stored in
arrays c cnt½1; . . . ; l and p cnt½1; . . . ; l:Here l is equivalent to
the number of interval-skewed quantifiers of all quantifiers in
f. Two counting quantifiers are deemed to be equivalent if
they are with the same interval, variable, reset condition
and target formula. For example, the valuation of CIx : ha;bi
can be accessed via c cnt½idxcðCIx : ha;biÞ=p cnt½idxcðCIx :
ha;biÞ. Updating on the valuation arrays follows Theorems 4
and 6, and is done as a first step (see line 17-36 inAlgorithm 3)
when dealingwith quantified subformulas.

The main monitoring algorithm (Algorithm 1) can be
divided into two steps on the top level: the initialization
procedure (Algorithm 2) and the for-loop calling iterative
procedure (Algorithm 3). The initialization procedure
works to initialize the cur and c cnt arrays at the first state
and the iterative procedure will help to maintain the arrays
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as the state progressing. In the pseudocode of the algo-
rithms, we overload some logical symbols to denote opera-
tors on boolean values. It is straightforward to see that, once
the formula to be monitored is fixed, the space required to
run the algorithm does not grow with the length of traces.
Moreover, the correctness of our monitoring algorithm is
stated in Theorem 7, with axillary Lemmas 4, 5, and 6.
Proofs of them are included in Appendix A. The worst case
time and space complexity of the monitoring algorithm is
discussed and proved in Theorem 8.

Algorithm 1.Monitorðr; t; n; i; fÞ
1: Init(r; n;f; cur; c cnt);
2: for j ¼ 2 to i do
3: Iter(r; t; n; j;f; prev; cur; p cnt; c cnt);
4: return cur½idxðfÞ;

Algorithm 2. Initðr; n;f; cur; c cntÞ
1: for k ¼ 1 tom do
2: switch fk do
3: case ? do cur½k  false;
4: case p do cur½k  p 2 r1;
5: case :c do cur½k  :cur½idxðcÞ;
6: case t > 0 do cur½k  tn > 0;
7: case c1 _ c2 do cur½k  cur½idxðc1Þ _ cur½idxðc2Þ;
8: case 	Ic do cur½k  false;
9: case c1SIc2 do cur½k  0 2 I ^ cur½idxðc2Þ;
10: case CIx : ha;bi:’ do
11: for ðQ ¼ CI0x : ha;biÞ 2 ISQðCIx : ha;biÞ do
12: if !cur½idxðaÞ ^ cur½idxðbÞ ^ 0 2 I 0 then
13: lb tli½idxvðxÞ:lowerBound;
14: pd tli½idxvðxÞ:period;
15: if lb > 1 then c cnt½idxcðQÞ  1;
16: else c cnt½idxcðQÞ  ð1� lbÞmod pdþ lb;
17: else c cnt½idxcðQÞ  0;
18: cur½k  cur½idxð’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞÞ;
19: return cur½idxðfÞ;

Lemma 4. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ with ðjrj ¼ jtjÞ � 1, after pro-
cedure Initðr; n;f; cur; c cntÞ, for all fk 2 SF�ðfÞ; we have
1 � fk iff cur½k � true:

Lemma 5. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ with ðjrj ¼ jtjÞ � 1, for all
i � 2; if we assume i� 1 � fk iff cur½idxðfkÞ ¼ true for any
fk 2 SFþðfÞ, then after executing Iterðr; t; n; i;f; prev;
cur; p cnt; c cntÞ, for any fk 2 SF�ðfÞ; we have
i � fk iff cur½k � true:

Lemma 6. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ with ðjrj ¼ jtjÞ � 1, after exe-
cuting Monitorðr; t; n; i;fÞ; for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ; we have
i � fk iff cur½k ¼ true:

Theorem 7. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ, world i � 2, and a TLI-
monitorable formula f, the procedure Monitorðr; t; n; i; fÞ
returns true iff i � f:

Theorem 8. Given a model ðr; t; nÞ, the procedure Monitorðr;
t; n; i;fÞ takes space mþ log ðbþ T Þnmax þ logðmaxðbmax;

TmaxÞÞk and time jrjml, where m ¼ jSF�ðfÞj � jSFþðfÞjþ
ðbþ T Þkmax; n ¼

P
fC ; k ¼ jSFðfÞj; and l ¼ maxðfCÞ.

Proof. As can be seen from the monitoring algorithm, we
need to store the array of the truth value of all subformulas
of f, the array of valuations of all the interval-skewed
quantifiers, and the array of the lower bound and period of
all the counting quantifiers occurring in f. These are the
three parts in the space complexity. Here k is number of
usual subformulas of f,m is the number of all subformulas
of f including not only the interval-skewed subformulas of
the S formulas but also the instantiated subformulas of
counting formulas. To record the valuations of counting
quantifiers, we need an array of size n, where n is the num-
ber of all the interval-skewed quantifiers and it is calcu-
lated via summing up all the maximum numeric constants
associated to each occurrence of CI in f: For example, if
I ¼ ½a; d; then the constant is d; if I ¼ ½a;þ1Þ, then a: Par-
ticularly, the valuation is bounded by the number of corre-
sponding equivalence classes, which is bþ T as shown in
Proposition 2, and here we set it as the maximum one. We
also need to store the lower bounds and periods for all vari-
ables used in f: The size of the array is bounded by k and
the element size is bounded by the maximum among all
lower bounds and periods.

For the time complexity, we can see from the algorithm
that the maximum nesting level of loops is three, and the
number of iterations are jrj;m and l, where l is the maxi-
mum number of interval-skewed counting quantifiers of a
particular counting quantifier occurring in f. tu

6 CASE STUDIES

Runtime monitoring provides effective realtime understand-
ing and protection of the target system. Policies used in real-
time monitoring may involve counting or frequency of some
events. In this section, we first summarize some runtime
monitoring applications in areas like anomaly detection, per-
formance bug analysis and hardware level malware detec-
tion. Afterwards, we study and present some concrete
security policies for runtimeAndroidmalware detection.

Anomaly detection is extensively used in cyber physical
systems (CPSs) [19] and network intrusion detection [20]. In
the anomaly detection scenario, various metrics are used to
build the norm profile of the target system in order to detect
anomalies. Frequency is among one of the most widely
used metrics. Concerned frequencies include link utiliza-
tion, CPU usage, login failure, as well as traffic rate and the
rate of connections.

DoS attacks are the most common one [21], [22], [23]
against intra-vehicle bus in automobile systems. A Controller
Area Network (CAN) is a vehicle bus standard designed to
allow microcontrollers and devices to communicate with
each other in applications without a host computer. As
shown in Table 1, each standard CAN frame consists of the
following fields, 1-bit start of frame (SOF), 11-bit identifier
(ID), 7-bit control field including data length code, up to

TABLE 1
Standard CAN Frame Format

SOF ID Control Data CRC ACK EOF

1 bit 11 bits 7 bits 0-64 bits 16 bits 2 bits 7 bits
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64-bit data field (Data), 16-bit CRC checksum, 2-bit ACK field
and 7-bit end of frame (EOF). Each frame has a unique id and
carries different information for such as acceleration, braking,
engine revolutions per minute (RPM) and odometer read-
ings. Frame ID is also used for arbitration when transmission
conflicts, where the one with smaller ID always wins. That
means, if an adversary injects smaller ID frames in a high fre-
quency, it is possible to force transmission pending of normal
frames (DoS attacks). Given the fact that most CAN traffics
are transmitted at a fixed rate [24], [25] proposed a frequency
check against anomaly communication on CAN bus by com-
paring historical statistics with the current data. Hyun Min
Song et al. [26] analyzed the time interval of a single id traffic
to detect anomaly changes when frames were injected in to
CANbus.

Algorithm 3. Iterðr; t; n; i;f; prev; cur; p cnt; c cntÞ
1: prev cur;
2: p cnt c cnt;
3: for k ¼ 1 tom do
4: switch fk do
5: case ? do cur½k  false;
6: case p do cur½k  p 2 ri;
7: case :c do cur½k  :cur½idxðcÞ;
8: case t > 0 do cur½k  tn > 0;
9: case c1 _ c2 do cur½k  cur½idxðc1Þ _ cur½idxðc2Þ;
10: case 	Ic do cur½k  prev½idxðcÞ ^ ðti � ti�1 2 IÞ;
11: case c1SIc2 do
12: I 0  I � ðti � ti�1Þ;
13: if 0 2 I ^ cur½idxðc2Þ then cur½k  true;
14: if I 0 6¼ ; ^ cur½idxðc1Þ ^ prev½idxðc1SI0c2Þ then

cur½k  true;
15: else cur½k  false;
16: case CIx : ha; bi:’ðxÞ do
17: for Q ¼ CI0x : ha;bi 2 ISQðCIx : ha;biÞ do
18: I 0D  I 0 � ðti � ti�1Þ;
19: Q0 ¼ CI0

D
x : ha;bi;

20: c cnt½idxcðQÞ  0;
21: if 0 62 I 0 ^ I 0D 6¼ ; then

c cnt½idxcðQÞ  p cnt½idxcðQ0Þ;
22: else if 0 2 I 0 ^ I 0D ¼ ; then
23: if !cur½idxðaÞ ^ cur½idxðbÞ then
24: lb tli½idxvðxÞ:lowerBound;
25: pd tli½idxvðxÞ:pediod;
26: if lb > 1 then c cnt½idxcðQÞ  1;
27: else

c cnt½idxcðQÞ  ð1� lbÞmod pdþ lb;
28: else if 0 2 I 0 ^ I 0D 6¼ ; then
29: if !ðcur½idxðaÞ _ cur½idxðbÞÞ then

c cnt½idxcðQÞ  p cnt½idxcðQ0Þ;
30: else if cur½idxðbÞ then
31: n þþ p cnt½idxcðQ0Þ;
32: lb tli½idxvðxÞ:lowerBound;
33: pd tli½idxvðxÞ:period;
34: if n � lbþ pd then
35: c cnt½idxcðQÞ  ðn� lbÞ mod pdþ lb;
36: else c cnt½idxcðQÞ  n;
37: cur½k  cur½idxð’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞÞ;
38: return cur½idxðfÞ;

Performance bugs [27], [28] are drawing more and more
attention recently. Different from traditional functional bugs,

performance bugs degrade performance andwaste computa-
tion resource. GUI lagging [28] is one of the most commonly
found performance bugs, where user events cannot be han-
dled in a timely manner. A convenient and effective
approach [29] to identify potential GUI lagging bugs is to
measure the number of frames a graphics-rendering unit can
produce per second.When the target application, e.g., Firefox
explore, scores less than 60 frames per second, it is likely that
there exist GUI lagging bugs and further optimizations have
to bemade.

RowHammer [30] is a kind of disturbance error found in
dynamic random-access memory. Physically, it results from
the increasingly denser memory cells and smaller cell isola-
tion margins, and in this case higher-than-natural access rate
of certainmemory rows can possibly cause bit flips in adjacent
rows. The first exploit of RowHammer was released by
Google’s Project Zero team in [31], which is able to gain kernel
privileges. Recently, Gruss et al. [32] demonstrated an Java-
Script-based exploit that can launch Rowhammer attack with
the eviction rate up to 99.99 percent. This is also the first
remote software-induced hardware-fault attack. A counter-
measure to detect suspicious RowHammer attack with hard-
ware performance counter is proposed by [33] in 2015. The
core technique is to observe high numbers of last-level cache
(LLC)miss eventswithin short periods of time.

From the case studies above, we can see runtime moni-
toring of some frequency related policies is indispensable
for detecting some anomaly or malicious behaviors. Mal-
ware, as a major threat to Android ecosystem [34], [35], is
sometimes difficult to identify with current static detection
approaches [36], [37]. However, runtime monitoring techni-
ques can help to capture stealthy behaviors during the exe-
cution. Here, we put more attention on several security
policies extensively discussed in Android system and some
concrete policies are provided as case studies for MTLcnt. In
the rest of this article, we assume the following atomic prop-
ositions in Android OS.

� Si (or Ei) : the app with UID i starts to run (or stops
running).

� Mi : the app with UID i sends a message.
� Ii : the app with UID i opens an Internet connection

socket.
� Fi : the app with UID i forks a new child process.
The following policies refer to the malicious access pat-

terns that are forbidden in Android systems. As for the
bounded time interval and the limit on specific count vari-
able, we just give a rough estimation for illustration pur-
pose. The unit adopted for the time intervals is second.
Every policy given below takes the form &�:f where f

describes a violation of the policy at a given time. The prefix
&� ensures that globally such a violation does not occur.

1) SMS-based Botnet Attack

&�:½C½0;1800Þx : h?;Mii:ðx > 30Þ:

This policy describes that an app with UID i cannot
send more than 30 SMS messages within any 30
minutes. This is a requirement for the SMS sending
rate from Android 4.1 [38], and for older systems the
limit is 100 SMSmessages per hour. Arzt et al. [39] also
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suggest to stop unintended SMS transmissions by lim-
iting the SMS sending frequency. In [4], authors find
that current Android botnets are exploiting SMS mes-
sages to gather money by sending SMS to premium-
rate numbers.With the specified policy, it helps to dis-
cover possible taintedAndroid bots.

2) DDos Attack

&�:½C½0;3Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 5Þ:

This policy specifies that an app cannot open the
Internet connection socket for more than 5 times in 3
seconds. If an Android app aims at flooding a tar-
geted server to launch a DDoS attack, it usually tries
to open massive Internet connections. This policy
can help to control the amount of Internet connec-
tions, thus preventing some potential malware.

3) RageAgainstTheCage

&�:½Cx : hSi; Fi ^ :Eii:ðx > 216Þ:
This policy says that during the life cycle of an app, it is
not allowed to create more than 216 child processes to
exhaust the domain of pid, i.e., the process identifier, in
Linux kernel. RageAgainstTheCage [40] is a well-known
exploit on Android, which can perform unauthorized
privileged actions by gaining the root access. This mal-
ware uses a vulnerability in Android kernel to get the
root privilege by keeping forking the child process to
216. With this policy, a constraint is set on how many
child processes an app can fork during a single run.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Application on Android

We implement themonitoring algorithm forMTLcnt and eval-
uated it on LogicDroid platform [3], which is a modified ver-
sion of Android 4.1. Instrumentation on IPC (Inter-process
communication) calls, like opening Internet socket, sending
SMS and accessing contact database, is deployed in Logic-
Droid. These IPC calls compose the event trace, andwhenever
they happen during the system execution, the monitoring
module in the kernel is notified and runtime examinationwill
proceed. Aiming to demonstrate the trace-length indepen-
dence property, we measure the time used during the moni-
toring. We also measure the overhead caused by the RM
mechanism under different event throughput and it turns out
the delays are negligible for normal use.

For the benchmarks used, since hooks on the start or end
of a process or an app have not been implemented in Logic-
Droid, some of the reset conditions in the example policies
are not applicable. Policy 3) in Section 6 is also excluded
from the evaluation due to the lack of support for process
forking instrumentation in LogicDroid. Consequently, the
benchmark policies used in our experiments are:

P1: &�:½C½0;1800Þx : h?;Mii:ðx > 30Þ
P2: &�:½C½0;3Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 5Þ
P3: &�:½C½0;30Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 5Þ
P4: &�:½C½0;300Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 5Þ
P5: &�:½C½0;3Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 50Þ
P6: &�:½C½0;3Þx : h?; Iii:ðx > 500Þ

P7: &�:½C½0;3Þx : h?;Mii:C½0;3Þy : h?; Iii:Kðx; yÞ > 0 where
functionK is defined as follows:

Kðx; yÞ ¼
3x� 4y if x < 4 and y < 5;
Kðx� 3; yÞ if x � 4 and y < 5;
Kðx; y� 2Þ if x < 4 and y � 5;
Kðx� 3; y� 2Þ otherwise:

8>><
>>:

Note that each projection of function K becomes
periodic once x � 1 and y � 3, so it is easy to show
that ’K is TLI-monitorable.

Note that in the implementation in LogicDroid, the run-
time monitor is used to prevent execution that could lead to
violation of a given security policy. This means that in prac-
tice, at every stage, the runtime monitor can assume that no
violation of the given policy has occurred in the past. In this
setting, the job of the runtime monitor, when enforcing a
given policy of the form &�:f in the current world and given
an event generated by the app (i.e., a request to some
resource), is to check whether the formula f would be satis-
fied or not in the (hypothetical) next world where the event
is allowed to happen. If f would be satisfed in this next
world, which means the policy would be violated, the moni-
tor would terminate the request. So in practice, only the
truth value of f needs to be computed, and the truth value
of &�:f is implicit in the way the runtime monitor is imple-
mented and deployed.

The first two policies P1 and P2 are those introduced in
Section 6, and others are artifacts used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approach, as interval ranges and arithmetic
relations (with different period and lower bound) may affect
the performance. We summarize key characteristics of the
policies according to the metrics used in the complexity
analysis, including the number of subformulas, the max
number of interval-skewed counting quantifiers of a partic-
ular counting quantifier, and the lower bound and period of
corresponding variables, as listed in column 3-7 in Table 2.
The policies cover a wide range of each complexity metrics,
e.g., the number of subformulas varies from 10 to 505. We
also include a multivariate arithmetic relations as in P7.

The monitor of each policy is implemented in C language
according to the algorithm described in Section 5 and is com-
piled as an Android kernel module. For quantified variables
in the tested policies, the calculation of its corresponding
period and lower bound is currently done manually. Since there
is no dynamic memory allocation in the monitoring algo-
rithm, the total memory occupied by a monitor is just the size
of the monitor after loaded to the kernel, as shown in the sec-
ond column in Table 2. There is no obvious expansion in the

TABLE 2
Details of Policies for Android
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size of monitor as the number of subformulas increases by
dozens of times. The overall memory in Android emulator is
around 840MB, in this case thememory overhead of themon-
itor is just around 0.5 percent. We run LogicDroid on an emu-
lator and a prepared kernel module is inserted to the system
once its initialization is finished.Wemeasure the performance
of each policy separately, which means only one kernel mod-
ule is inserted at each experiment. The monitor module is
aware of every occurrence of the instrumented events, and is
able to continuously and simultaneously check whether the
system behavior so far complies with the policy stipulated. To
facilitate the experiment, we also implement a fuzzy app to
trigger IPC calls randomly at user-specified throughput.

All the experiments are conducted on a PC with 64-bit
Ubuntu 16.04LTS system, 16 GB RAM and a 3.50 GHz Intel
Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 v3. Our implementation and the mod-
ules used in this section are all available on [41].We first mea-
sure the time used by each iteration of the for-loop as shown
in Algorithm 1, and we call it iteration time. The fuzzy app is
set to send an IPC call every 0.1s and we show the results
when the event trace length grows to 10,000. For each policy,
we record the time used for each iteration and calculate the
average time for every 1,000 calls. Note that the time mea-
sured here is the pure execution time of the monitor exclud-
ing that used to finish the user requested tasks or switch
between user mode and kernel mode. To get statistically sig-
nificant result, we take the average of five times’ measure-
ment for all the experiments. From the results shown in
Fig. 1, we can see that the iteration time for each policy keeps
constant as trace length increasing, which is a strong evidence
for the trace-length independence. The y-axis is in logarithm
scale. Policies P2, P3 and P4 are with increasing max instants
by the magnitude of 10. Policies P2, P5 and P6 are with
increasing number of subformulas resulting from the increas-
ing lower bounds, and the magnitude is also around 10. For
both cases, the increase in examination time is finally around
5 times as can be seen from the figure. Among these seven
policies, P1 requires the longest examination time, approxi-
mately 500 microseconds, mainly due to the max number of
interval-skewed quantifiers. We also conduct a contrast
experiment as baseline, where the event trace is recorded by
the monitor for future query. It is not implemented as a spe-
cific policy but only to record and query, which is the basic

functionality in a naive monitoring algorithm. The UIDs of
the caller and callee are stored as integers and the timestamps
are stored as a long integer in the memory. Whenever the
trace grows, we measure the time used to traverse the whole
history. The result is shown as the BL1 line in Fig. 1. We can
see that when the trace length grows from 0 to 10,000, the
time used for each iteration roughly increases by 8 times. This
is a significant defect for realtime runtimemonitoring.

We also measure how much time overhead is introduced
after adding the monitoring mechanism to Android. Since
different IPC calls may take different time to finish, instead of
triggering several IPC calls randomly, here we just trigger
Internet socket requests. The fuzzy app is set to open Internet
socket every 0, 1, and 10 milliseconds respectively for 10,000
times. We measure the time used to finish this task by the
emulator with and without the monitoring module and the
overhead results are shown in Table 3. For the largest
throughput, the worst performance is observed for P1, 8.77
percent, which is rarely spotted by users. When the interval
between events drops to 10 milliseconds, the time overhead
becomes less than 0.5 percent. Here are several negative over-
head due to some minor deviation in time measurement. It
also reflects that the overhead is extremely low and maybe
affected by measurement error. In normal usage of mobiles,
the events throughput is even smaller, and we can claim that
the overhead of ourmonitoringmechanism is negligible.

7.2 Application on Autonomous Vehicle

Our intrusion detection system for autonomous vehicle on its
CAN bus has been built on Robot Operating System with
Ubuntu 16.04.We use USB-CANadapters to build a real CAN
bus system for evaluation. In our setup, the CAN bus system
connects a computer running the autonomous driving suite
and issues control commands over the CAN bus to the corre-
sponding electronic control units (ECUs), and ECUs could
send feedback to the driving system via the bus. In the mean-
time, ourmonitor links to the CANbus to detect any abnormal
traffic. It sniffs CAN frames with libpcap and checks commu-
nication features of each frame ID. To detect any DoS attacks,
the monitor counts and compares the frequency of each CAN
frame traffic with a threshold periodically for any sudden
increasing. Fi is used to denote the CAN frame with ID i and
the policies used in the evaluation are as follows:

P8: &�:½C½0;10Þx : h?; Fii:ðx > 20Þ
P9: &�:½C½0;50Þx : h?; Fii:ðx > 20Þ
P10: &�:½C½0;250Þx : h?; Fii:ðx > 20Þ
P11: &�:½C½0;10Þx : h?; Fii:ðx > 100Þ
P12: &�:½C½0;10Þx : h?; Fii:ðx > 500Þ

The monitor is implemented as an independent process
and just “listening” to the CAN frames on the CAN bus,
which means that it has no effect on the timing of CAN com-
munication. Hence, it makes no sense to investigate the delay

Fig. 1. Time of single round checking on Android.

TABLE 3
Time Overhead under Different Throughput for Android
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caused by the monitor under different throughput, and we
only look into its performance with different policies. The
time intervals are in millisecond for high precision measure-
ment. Policies P8, P9 and P10 arewith increasing time interval
(by 5 times), and policies P8, P11 and P12 are with increasing
lower bound (by around 5 times). Detailed characteristics of
the policies and the memory usage are available in Table 4.
This is designed tomeasure the performance of policies under
different complexity. We calculate the average time used for
every 1000 CAN frames, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.
Basically, the monitor takes 1 to 5 milliseconds to do a single
round checking, which is low enough for monitoring. When
the size of the time interval increases by 25 times, the time
used increases by around 3 times. When the number of the
subformulas increases by 25 times, the time used increase by
around 5 times. The overall increment is slow, which means
the monitor can potentially provide good performance for
evenmore complicated policies. Similar to the previous evalu-
ation on Android, we implement a baseline monitor which
records each framewith its ID and timestamp, and simply tra-
verses through the entire trace for each new world, i.e., not
implementing any specific policy. As shown in the BL2 line in
Fig. 2, the time increases rapidly as the trace length grows.
Withmore andmore delays, themonitor fails to react in a real-
timemanner.

8 RELATED WORK

Instead of listing all the related works, we discuss the most
related ones in this section, which will cover a brief history
of trace-length independent RM and also a bunch of specifi-
cation languages with counting semantics but unfortunately
fail to have a trace-length independent monitor.

TLI Monitors. The concept of trace-length independence is
proposed in 2013 [9],where a TLImonitoring algorithmbased
on spawning automaton for a first-order temporal logic,
LTLFO, is devised. Actually, there have been someworks pro-
vided with TLI property before that. In 2002, [10] gives a TLI
solution for the monitoring of past-time LTL with dynamic
programming. Later, the same problem is discussed in terms
of MTL, the metric temporal extension of LTL. Thati and
Roşu [11] present a TLI monitoring algorithm for MTL
with both past and future fragments, but restraining the

interpretation of future to truncated finite traces. Their algo-
rithm is also designed with dynamic programming based on
the derivatives of formulas. The time and space complexity is
linear to the size of the formula for MTL with only past time
operators, and exponential for full fragment MTL. TLI moni-
toring algorithms for ptMTL with pointed-based and inter-
val-based time models are discussed in [8]. For the point-
basedptMTL semantics, their algorithmprovides a better per-
formance on time complexity compared to that in [11]. How-
ever, the list of timestamps used in their algorithms dealing
with S operator can grow boundlessly large when the time
sequence is not strictly increasing, that is, it is dependent on
the event rate. This problem also exists in the monitor of full-
fragment MTL proposed in [42]. This restriction on time
sequence is released in [3], where a TLI monitoring algorithm
for ptMTL extended with recursive definition is designed
while restricting all the time intervals bounded with the tem-
poral operators to starting from 0. Recently, there also arises
some discussion on event-rate independent monitoring
MTL [18] andmetric dynamic logic [43].

Counting Semantics. There are some works focusing partic-
ularly on the counting semantics, and also some others on
general aggregation semantics. The most related counting
quantifier is proposed in [6] but their algorithm is PSPACE-
complete in the size of history length. Laroussinie et al. [44]
present a quantitative extension of LTL, called CLTL, allow-
ing to specify the number of states satisfying certain sub-for-
mulas. The semantics is the same with ours on the non-
metric part. According to their investigation, even though
CLTL formulas can be translated into classical LTL, an expo-
nential blow-up in formula size is inevitable. As for the satis-
fiability and model-checking problem of CLTL, it turns out
to be EXPSPACE-complete, and PSPACE-complete when
restricting to a fragment. Actually this fragment belongs to
set of the TLI-formulas stipulated in our work, for which the
valuation of the termwill growmonotonously with the count
increasing.

Here are some works extending specification languages
with general aggregation semantics. Basin et al. [7] extend
metric first-order temporal logic (MFOTL) with aggregation
operators, like SUM, CNT, MAX and AVG, and propose a
monitoring algorithm where policies are translated to an
extended relational algebra and checked via SQL-like process-
ing. SOLOIST [14] is a many-sorted first-order metric tempo-
ral logic extendedwith new temporal modalities that support
aggregate operators for events occurring in a certain timewin-
dow. On its monitoring problem, Bianculli et al. [45] and
Bersani et al. [46] give some solutions, but all are dependent
on SMT-solver, and evaluations in these two works show that
increasing time and memory are needed when trace length

Fig. 2. Time of single round checking on autonomous vehicle.

TABLE 4
Details of Policies for Autonomous Vehicle
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grows. Other specification languages with support for differ-
ent kinds of aggregations are LarvaSat [47], LOLA [48], as
well as rule-based EAGLE [49], RULER [50] and LOG-
FIRE [51], and also one based on algebraic alternating autom-
ata [52]. However, monitoring algorithms for the above
languages all need to record the specific count values, even
though most of them avoided storing the entire trace history.
In principle, these counts can increase indefinitely, so the
space required is not constant.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on TLI
monitoring algorithms for logics equipped with metric tem-
poral counting quantifier.

9 CONCLUSION

We presented a formal policy specification language MTLcnt

that allows expressions of temporal quantitative policies.
We considered the questions of when a formula is trace-
length independent monitorable. For univariate relations,
we obtained sufficient and necessary conditions for the rela-
tions to be TLI-monitorable. We then discussed an extension
to the multivariate relations. Assuming the relations are all
TLI-monitorable, we constructed a TLI monitoring algo-
rithm for MTLcnt. We implemented and tested our monitor-
ing algorithm, and the experimental results confirmed our
theoretical results. Currently, we have not yet addressed the
integration of the counting quantifier with metric operators
and recursive predicates of [3]. This is a subject of immedi-
ate future work. We also plan to look to incorporate other,
more expressive aggregate operators from [7].

APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE OF TLI-MONITORABLE RELATION

Example 2. Let tðxÞ ¼ x2 � 8xþ 15; x 2 N. In this case, the
characteristic function of t is

ftðxÞ ¼ 0 if 3 � x � 5;
1 otherwise.

�

Since tðxÞ � 0 holds only if 3 � x � 5; function ft is lb-
periodic on ½6;þ1Þ, with lower bound 6 and period 1. So
t > 0 is TLI-monitorable according to Lemma 2.

Example of Interval-Skewed Subformula

Example 3. For f ¼ p1S½2;4Þp2, since f½2; 4Þ � njn 2 ½1; 3g ¼
f½1; 3Þ; ½0; 2Þ; ½0; 1Þg; we get

SF kðfÞ ¼ fp1S½1;3Þp2 , p1S½0;2Þp2 , p1S½0;1Þp2g:

Specially, if the since operator is bounded with an infinite
time interval, e.g., I ¼ ½3;þ1Þ, then ðI � nÞ 2 f½0;þ
1Þ; ½1;þ1Þ; ½2;þ1Þg:

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. (() Supposing e � bi þ Ti, accordingly we have

½e ¼ fa j ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; a � bi; a 2 Ng:

According to ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e and a � bi we can
get

ða� biÞmodTi 2 ½0; TiÞ
,ða� biÞmodTi þ bi 2 ½bi; bi þ TiÞ
,e 2 ½bi; bi þ TiÞ:

This is contradictory to e � bi þ Ti, so 6 9 a � bi:ða �
biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e, i.e., ½e is empty.

()) Given ½e is empty, according to the definition
of ½e,

½e ¼ feg if e < bi;
fa j ða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; a � big otherwise.

�

since e 62 ½e, we can get e � bi; such that

½e ¼ fajða� biÞmodTi þ bi ¼ e; a � bi; a 2 Ng ¼ ;
,8a � bi:ða� biÞmodTi þ bi 6¼ e;

,8a � bi:ða� biÞmodTi 6¼ e� bi

)e� bi � Ti; ðe > biÞ
)e � bi þ Ti:

Now the proposition follows. tu

Proof of Theorem 5

Proof. In this proof, the valuation of x determined by
CIx : ha;biÞ is analyzed under the two cases of whether
0 2 I. Since we assume the counting formula is TLI-moni-
torable, x is used either in a TLI-monitorable univariate
relation whose characteristic function is lb-periodic on
½b;þ1Þ and with period T , or a TLI-monitorable multi-
variate relation for which the characteristic functions of
slices on x are lb-periodic on ½b;þ1Þ and with period T .
According to the semantics of metric temporal counting
quantifier defined in Section 2, for CIx : ha;biÞwe denote

B ¼ fh jh � b; for t1 � th 2 I;m < h � 1g;
A ¼ fh jh � a; for t1 � th 2 I; 1 � h � 1g;
l ¼ jBj;

m ¼ maxðA [ f0gÞ:
Thus we only need to prove l always belongs to the
equivalence class ½rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ.

Case(1): If 0 62 I, then

0 62 I ) t1 � t1 62 I ) 1 62 B) B ¼ ;:
We can conclude that

B ¼ ; ) l ¼ 0:

Hence, l 2 ½rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ:
Case(2): If 0 2 I, cases are analyzed based on the satis-

faction of 1 � b and 1 � a:
For case(a),

1 � a) 1 2 A) m ¼ 1ð0 2 IÞ ) B ¼ ; ) l ¼ 0:

Thus, l 2 ½rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ:
For case(b),

1 6� a) A ¼ ; ) m ¼ 0;
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and

1 6� b) 1 62 B) B ¼ ; ) l ¼ 0:

Hence, l 2 ½rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ:
For case(c) and case(d), it is easy to get

1 6� a) m ¼ 0;

and

1 � b) 1 2 Bð0 2 IÞ ) B ¼ f1g ) l ¼ 1:

Following the definition of equivalence class in
Definition 11, we can easily know l 2 ½rð1; CIx : ha;biÞ:

In conclusion, the theorem follows for the cases
above. tu

Proof of Lemma 4

Proof. We assume all subformulas in SFþðfÞ are well-
ordered. The procedure Init will assign verdict to the
subformulas respecting the partial order, i.e., for any
fi � fj, fi will be valuated before fj: For each subfor-
mula, we conduct inductive analysis based on its struc-
ture. For fk :

(Base cases)
Case ? : Obviously 1 6� ? and with cur½k ¼ false; we

have

1 � ? iff cur½k � true:

Case p : p is an atomic proposition, and for state r1,
cur½k ¼ p 2 r1; obviously

1 � p iff cur½k � true:

Case t > 0 : This is an arithmetic relation. Since the
valuations of all variables are determined initially, the
truth value of this relation can be got following normal
calculation rules, that is cur½k ¼ tn > 0; so

1 � t > 0 iff cur½k � true:

Case 	Ic : Since there is no previous states for the
first state, 1 6� 	Ic:With cur½k ¼ false; naturally

1 � 	Ic iff cur½k � true:

(Induction cases)
Case :c : Since c � :c and it has been proved

1 � c iff cur½idxðcÞ � true;

then with cur½k ¼ :cur½idxðcÞwe have

1 � :c iff cur½k � true:

Case c1 _ c2 : Since c1 � fk, c2 � fk and

1 � c1 iff cur½idxðc1Þ � true;

1 � c2 iff cur½idxðc2Þ � true;

then with cur½k ¼ cur½idxðc1Þ _ cur½idxðc2Þ;we have

1 � c1 _ c2 iff cur½k � true:

Case c1SIc2 : At state r1, according to the semantics
defined in Section 2.2, the only possible value of j is 1, in
which this case there exists no valid k. The model relation
holds if and only if ti � ti ¼ 0 2 I and 1 � c2: Since
c2 � fk;we have

1 � c2 iff cur½idxðc2Þ � true:

With cur½k ¼ 0 2 I ^ cur½idxðc2Þwe have

1 � c1SIc2 iff cur½k � true:

Case CIx : ha;bi:’ðxÞ : For the valuation of x, the cor-
rectness has been proved in Theorem 5. We mention here
since a � fk, b � fk and ’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞ � fk; it fol-
lows that

1 � a iff cur½idxðaÞ � true;

1 � b iff cur½idxðbÞ � true;

1 � ’0 iff cur½idxð’0Þ � true;

with ’0 ¼ ’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞ:
With the above inductive analysis, the lemma

follows. tu

Proof of Lemma 5

Proof. In Iter procedure, first prev array is updated with cur
array from previous iteration. Accordingly, the assump-
tion becomes,

for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ; i� 1 � fk iff prev½idxðfkÞ:

Formulas in SFþðfÞ are well-ordered and each formula
will be judged after its subformulas. Since the formulas
are constructed inductively, we will conduct inductive
analysis on the structure of each formula to obtain the
truth value. Then for fk :

(Base cases)
Case ? : Obviously i 6� ? and with cur½k ¼ false; we

have

i � ? iff cur½k � true:

Case p : p is an atomic proposition, and for state r1,
cur½k ¼ p 2 r1; obviously

i � p iff cur½k � true:

Case t > 0 : This is an arithmetic relation. Since the
valuations of all variables are determined initially, the
truth value of this relation can be got following normal
calculation rules, that is cur½k ¼ tn > 0; so

i � t > 0 iff cur½k � true:

(Induction cases)
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Case :c: According to the semantics,

i � :c iff i 6� c:

Since c � :c and

i � c iff cur½idxðcÞ � true;

then with cur½k ¼ :cur½idxðcÞwe can get

i � :c iff cur½k � true:

Case c1 _ c2: According to the semantics,

i � c1 _ c2 iff i � c1 or i � c1:

Since c1 � c1 _ c2 and c2 � c1 _ c2; and also

i � c1 iff cur½idxðc1Þ � true;

i � c2 iff cur½idxðc2Þ � true;

then with cur½k ¼ cur½idxðc1Þ _ cur½idxðc2Þwe can get

i � c1 _ c2 iff cur½k � true:

Case 	Ic : According to the semantics,

i � 	Ic iff i� 1 � c and ti � ti�1 2 I:

Since

i� 1 � c iff prev½idxðcÞ � true;

then with cur½k ¼ prev½idxðcÞ ^ ðti � ti�1Þ 2 I we can
get

i � 	Ic iff cur½k � true:

Case c1SIc2 : According to the semantics,

n; i � f1SIf2 iff 0 2 I and n; i � f2; or

i > 1; and n; i � ’1 and n; i � f1SI0f2

where I 0 ¼ I � ðti � ti�1Þ:
Since c1 � c1SIc2;c2 � c1SIc2 and c1S0Ic2 � c1SIc2,

i � c1 iff cur½idxðc1Þ � true;

i � c1 iff cur½idxðc2Þ � true;

i� 1 � c1S0Ic2 iff prev½idxðc1S0Ic2Þ � true;

then we know it follows that

i � 	Ic iff cur½k � true:

Case CIx : ha;bi:’ðxÞ : Basically, the algorithm deals
with the metric counting quantifier following the recur-
sive semantics given in Theorem 6 and the correctness
has been proved. We mention here since a � fk, b � fk

and ’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞ � fk; it follows that

i � a iff cur½idxðajÞ � true;

i � b iff cur½idxðbjÞ � true;

i � ’0 iff cur½idxð’0Þ � true;

with ’0 ¼ ’n½x 7! c cnt½idxcðCIx:ha;biÞ:
With the above induction analysis, the lemma

follows. tu

Proof of Lemma 6

Proof. The procedure Monitor first calls Init; according to
Lemma 4, we have, for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ;

1 � fk iff cur½k � true:

Then for i � 2, we assume, for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ;

i� 1 � fk iff cur½k � true:

According to Lemma 5, after executing Iterðr; t; n; i;f;
prev; cur; p cnt; c cntÞ, we have, for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ;

i � fk iff cur½k � true:

This lemma follows. tu

Proof of Theorem 7

Proof. According to Lemma 6, after executing Monitorðr;
t; n; i;fÞ; we have, for all fk 2 SFþðfÞ;

i � fk iff cur½idxðfkÞ � true:

Since f 2 SFþðfÞ; naturally we can get

i � f iff cur½idxðfÞ � true:

This theorem follows. tu

Summary of Policies for Autonomous Vehicle

Since the monitor is implemented as an independent pro-
cess, we measured the memory it takes right after the pro-
cess is launched. From the results we can see, the size of
memory taken is largely related to the number of subformu-
las, but the increment is slow comparing to the increment of
subformulas. As there is no allocation of extra memory, the
memory usage by the monitor itself would remain at this
amount, which is negligibly small.
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